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S/W ComplexityS/W Complexity
Even serverEven server--side software is BIG:side software is BIG:

Windows2000: over 50 Windows2000: over 50 mlocmloc
DB: 1.5+ DB: 1.5+ mloc mloc 
SAP: 37 SAP: 37 mlocmloc (4,200 S/W engineers)(4,200 S/W engineers)

Tester to Developer ratios often above 1:1Tester to Developer ratios often above 1:1
Quality per unit line only incrementally Quality per unit line only incrementally 
improvingimproving
Current massive testing investment not solving Current massive testing investment not solving 
problemproblem

New approach needed:New approach needed:
Assume S/W failure inevitableAssume S/W failure inevitable
Redundant, selfRedundant, self--healing systems right approachhealing systems right approach
We first need detailed understanding of what is We first need detailed understanding of what is 
causing both downtimecausing both downtime
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Availability Study ResultsAvailability Study Results
1985 Tandem study (Gray):1985 Tandem study (Gray):

Administration: 42% downtimeAdministration: 42% downtime
Software: 25% downtimeSoftware: 25% downtime
Hardware 18% downtimeHardware 18% downtime

1990 Tandem Study (Gray):1990 Tandem Study (Gray):
Administration: 15%Administration: 15%
Software 62%Software 62%
Most studies have admin contribution much higherMost studies have admin contribution much higher

Observations:Observations:
H/W downtime contribution trending to zeroH/W downtime contribution trending to zero
Software & admin costs dominate & growingSoftware & admin costs dominate & growing
We’re still looking at 10 to 15 yearWe’re still looking at 10 to 15 year--old researchold research
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Watson GoalsWatson Goals
Instrument SQL Server:Instrument SQL Server:

Track failures during customer usageTrack failures during customer usage
Report failure & debug data to dev teamReport failure & debug data to dev team
Goal is to fix big ticket issues proactivelyGoal is to fix big ticket issues proactively

Instrumented components:Instrumented components:
SetupSetup
Core SQL Server engineCore SQL Server engine
ReplicationReplication
OLAP EngineOLAP Engine
Management toolsManagement tools

Also in use by:Also in use by:
Office (Watson technology owner)Office (Watson technology owner)
Windows XPWindows XP
Internet ExplorerInternet Explorer
MSN ExplorerMSN Explorer
Visual Studio 7Visual Studio 7
……
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What data do we collect?What data do we collect?
For crashes: For crashes: MinidumpsMinidumps

Stack, System Info, ModulesStack, System Info, Modules--loaded, Type of loaded, Type of 
Exception, Global/Local variablesException, Global/Local variables
00--150k each150k each

For setup errors: For setup errors: 
Darwin LogDarwin Log
setup.exe logsetup.exe log

2nd Level if needed by bug2nd Level if needed by bug--fixing team:fixing team:
RegkeysRegkeys, heap, files, file versions, WQL queries, heap, files, file versions, WQL queries
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Watson user experience:Watson user experience:

••Server side is registry key driven rather than UIServer side is registry key driven rather than UI
••Default is “don’t send”Default is “don’t send”
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Crash Reporting UICrash Reporting UI

••Server side upload events written to event log rather than UIServer side upload events written to event log rather than UI
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information back to usersinformation back to users
‘More information’ hyperlink on Watson’s ‘More information’ hyperlink on Watson’s 
Thank You dialog can be set to problemThank You dialog can be set to problem--
specific URLspecific URL
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Key Concept: BucketingKey Concept: Bucketing
Categorize & group failures by certain ‘bucketing Categorize & group failures by certain ‘bucketing 
parameters’:parameters’:

Crash: Crash: AppNameAppName, , AppVersionAppVersion, , ModuleNameModuleName, , 
ModuleVersionModuleVersion, Offset into module…, Offset into module…
SQL uses stack signatures rather than failing address as SQL uses stack signatures rather than failing address as 
bucketsbuckets
Setup Failures: Setup Failures: ProdCodeProdCode, , ProdVerProdVer, Action, , Action, ErrNumErrNum, Err0, , Err0, 
Err1, Err2Err1, Err2

Why Why bucketizebucketize??
Ability to limit data gathering Ability to limit data gathering 
Per bucket hit counting Per bucket hit counting 
Per bucket server responsePer bucket server response
Custom data gatheringCustom data gathering
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The payoff of bucketingThe payoff of bucketing

••Small number of S/W failures dominate customer experienced failuSmall number of S/W failures dominate customer experienced failuresres
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Watson’s Server FarmWatson’s Server Farm
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Watson Bug Report QueryWatson Bug Report Query
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Watson Tracking DataWatson Tracking Data
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Watson Drill DownWatson Drill Down
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Data Collection AgentData Collection Agent
Premise: can’t fix what is not understoodPremise: can’t fix what is not understood

Even engineers with significant time with customers typically Even engineers with significant time with customers typically 
know less than 10 really wellknow less than 10 really well

Goal: Instrument systems intended to run 24x7Goal: Instrument systems intended to run 24x7
Obtain actual customer uptimeObtain actual customer uptime
Learn causes of system downtime Learn causes of system downtime –– drive product improvementdrive product improvement
Model after EMC & AS/400 “call home” supportModel after EMC & AS/400 “call home” support
Influenced by Brendan Murphy work on VAX availabilityInfluenced by Brendan Murphy work on VAX availability
Track releaseTrack release--toto--release improvementsrelease improvements
Reduce product admin and service costsReduce product admin and service costs

Improve customer experience with productImprove customer experience with product
Debug data available on failed systems for service team Debug data available on failed systems for service team 

Longer term Goal: Longer term Goal: 
Two way communicationsTwo way communications

Dynamically change metrics being measuredDynamically change metrics being measured
Update softwareUpdate software

Proactively respond to failure with system interventionProactively respond to failure with system intervention
Services offering with guaranteed uptimeServices offering with guaranteed uptime
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DCA OperationDCA Operation
Operation:Operation:

System state at startupSystem state at startup
Snapshot select metrics each minuteSnapshot select metrics each minute
Upload last snapshot every 5 minUpload last snapshot every 5 min
On failure, upload last 10 snapshots & error dataOn failure, upload last 10 snapshots & error data

Over 100 servers currently under management:Over 100 servers currently under management:
MsftMsft central IT group (ITG)central IT group (ITG)
Goal: to make optional part of next releaseGoal: to make optional part of next release

Four tier system:Four tier system:
Client: running on each system under measurementClient: running on each system under measurement
MidMid--tier Server: One per enterprisetier Server: One per enterprise
Transport: Watson infrastructure back to Transport: Watson infrastructure back to msftmsft
Server: Data stored into SQL Server for analysisServer: Data stored into SQL Server for analysis
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DCA ArchitectureDCA Architecture
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Startup: O/S and SQL ConfigurationStartup: O/S and SQL Configuration

Operating system version and service levelOperating system version and service level
Database version and service levelDatabase version and service level

SyscurconfigsSyscurconfigs tabletable
SQL server log files and error dump filesSQL server log files and error dump files
SQL Server trace flagsSQL Server trace flags
OEM system IDOEM system ID
Number of processorsNumber of processors
Processor TypeProcessor Type
Active processor maskActive processor mask
% memory in use% memory in use
Total physical memoryTotal physical memory
Free physical memoryFree physical memory
Total page file sizeTotal page file size
Free page file sizeFree page file size
Total virtual memoryTotal virtual memory
Free virtual memoryFree virtual memory
Disk info Disk info –– Total & available spaceTotal & available space
WINNT cluster name if shared disk clusterWINNT cluster name if shared disk cluster
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Snapshot: SQLSnapshot: SQL--specificspecific
SQL Server trace flagsSQL Server trace flags
SysperfinfoSysperfinfo tabletable
SysprocessesSysprocesses tabletable
SyslocksSyslocks tabletable
SQL Server response timeSQL Server response time
SQL server specific counters SQL server specific counters 
\\\\SQLServerSQLServer:Cache Manager(:Cache Manager(AdhocAdhoc SqlSql Plans)Plans)\\\\Cache Hit RatioCache Hit Ratio
\\\\SQLServerSQLServer:Cache Manager(Misc. Normalized Trees):Cache Manager(Misc. Normalized Trees)\\\\Cache Hit Cache Hit 
Ratio"Ratio"
\\\\SQLServerSQLServer:Cache Manager(Prepared :Cache Manager(Prepared SqlSql Plans)Plans)\\\\Cache Hit RatioCache Hit Ratio
\\\\SQLServerSQLServer:Cache Manager(Procedure Plans):Cache Manager(Procedure Plans)\\\\Cache Hit RatioCache Hit Ratio
\\\\SQLServerSQLServer:Cache Manager(Replication Procedure Plans):Cache Manager(Replication Procedure Plans)\\\\Cache Cache 
Hit RatioHit Ratio
\\\\SQLServerSQLServer:Cache Manager(Trigger Plans):Cache Manager(Trigger Plans)\\\\Cache Hit RatioCache Hit Ratio
\\\\SQLServerSQLServer:General Statistics:General Statistics\\\\User ConnectionsUser Connections
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Snapshot: O/SSnapshot: O/S--specificspecific
Application and system event logsApplication and system event logs
Select OS countersSelect OS counters
\\\\MemoryMemory\\\\Available BytesAvailable Bytes
\\\\PhysicalDiskPhysicalDisk(_Total)(_Total)\\\\% Disk Time% Disk Time
\\\\PhysicalDiskPhysicalDisk(_Total)(_Total)\\\\Avg. Disk sec/ReadAvg. Disk sec/Read
\\\\PhysicalDiskPhysicalDisk(_Total)(_Total)\\\\Avg. Disk sec/WriteAvg. Disk sec/Write
\\\\PhysicalDiskPhysicalDisk(_Total)(_Total)\\\\Current Disk Queue lengthCurrent Disk Queue length
\\\\PhysicalDiskPhysicalDisk(_Total)(_Total)\\\\Disk Reads/secDisk Reads/sec
\\\\PhysicalDiskPhysicalDisk(_Total)(_Total)\\\\Disk Writes/secDisk Writes/sec
\\\\Processor(_Total)Processor(_Total)\\\\% Processor Time% Processor Time
\\\\Processor(_Total)Processor(_Total)\\\\Processor Queue lengthProcessor Queue length
\\\\ServerServer\\\\Server SessionsServer Sessions
\\\\SystemSystem\\\\File Read Operations/secFile Read Operations/sec
\\\\SystemSystem\\\\File Write Operations/secFile Write Operations/sec
\\\\SystemSystem\\\\ProcesorProcesor Queue LengthQueue Length
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DCA ResultsDCA Results
34% Unclean shutdown:34% Unclean shutdown:

5% windows upgrades5% windows upgrades
5% SQL stopped 5% SQL stopped 
unexpectedly (SCM 7031)unexpectedly (SCM 7031)
1% SQL 1% SQL perfperf degradationdegradation
8% startup problems8% startup problems

66% Clean shutdown:66% Clean shutdown:
16% SQL Server upgrades16% SQL Server upgrades
3% Windows upgrades3% Windows upgrades
10% single user (admin operations)10% single user (admin operations)
30% reboots during shutdowns30% reboots during shutdowns

Unclean
34%

Clean
66%

••Events nonEvents non--additive (some shutdowns accompanied by multiple events)additive (some shutdowns accompanied by multiple events)
••Results from beta & nonResults from beta & non--beta (lower s/w stability but production admin practices)beta (lower s/w stability but production admin practices)
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Interpreting the resultsInterpreting the results
66% administrative action:66% administrative action:

Higher than Gray ’85 (42%) or ’90 (15%)Higher than Gray ’85 (42%) or ’90 (15%)
Increase expected but these data include beta S/WIncrease expected but these data include beta S/W

5% O/S upgrades in unclean shutdown category5% O/S upgrades in unclean shutdown category
Note: 5% SQL not stopped properlyNote: 5% SQL not stopped properly
SCM doesn’t shutdown SQL properlySCM doesn’t shutdown SQL properly
O/S admin doesn’t know to bring SQL Down properlyO/S admin doesn’t know to bring SQL Down properly

Perf degradation & deadlocks often Perf degradation & deadlocks often yeildyeild DB restartDB restart
DB S/W failure not substantial cause of downtime in this DB S/W failure not substantial cause of downtime in this 
samplesample
S/W upgrades contribute many scheduled outagesS/W upgrades contribute many scheduled outages
Single user mode contribution significantlySingle user mode contribution significantly
System reboots a leading cause of outagesSystem reboots a leading cause of outages

O/S or DB S/W upgradeO/S or DB S/W upgrade
Application, database, or system not behaving properly Application, database, or system not behaving properly 
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Drill Down: Data from single ServerDrill Down: Data from single Server
Experiment in how much can be learned from a Experiment in how much can be learned from a 
detailed lookdetailed look

Single randomly selected serverSingle randomly selected server
Attempt to understand each O/S and SQL restartAttempt to understand each O/S and SQL restart
SQL closes connections on some failures, attempt SQL closes connections on some failures, attempt 
to understand each of these as well as failuresto understand each of these as well as failures
Overall findings:Overall findings:

All 159 symptom dumps generated by server mapped to All 159 symptom dumps generated by server mapped to 
known bugsknown bugs
This particular server has a vendor supplied backup This particular server has a vendor supplied backup 
program that is not functioning correct and the admin program that is not functioning correct and the admin 
team doesn’t appear to know it yetteam doesn’t appear to know it yet
Large numbers of failures often followed by a restart:Large numbers of failures often followed by a restart:

events per unit time look like good predictorevents per unit time look like good predictor
Two way support tailoring data collected would helpTwo way support tailoring data collected would help
Adaptive intelligence needed at the data collectorAdaptive intelligence needed at the data collector
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Detailed Drill Down TimelineDetailed Drill Down Timeline

1/17 1/31 2/14 2/28 3/14 3/28 4/11 4/25 5/9 5/23 6/6

1/25 21:45
2/15 11:46
2/15 17:17

3/4 13:17
3/4 13:38
3/4 15:00
3/4 15:08

OS Ava
ila

bilit
y

3/25 12:19
3/28 16:04

4/1 12:53 4/14 11:14

4/24 09:12
4/25 14:15
4/26 14:41

5/5 21:34
5/9 13:09 5/28 16:19

SQL A
va

ila
bil

ity

First known clean restart
1/21 14:31

Exc
epti

ons

2/4 - 2
2/6 - 7
2/8 - 1

3/24 - 63
3/12 - 2 3/25 - 41 4/14 - 33

All fixed in SP2
2/04 - Bug #354316
3/12 - Bug #352954, 352964, 354764
3/24 - Bug #354082 (mem leak) 354184 - MDAC #67488

Inter
se

cti
on

s

SQL B
ac

ku
p F

ail
ures

3/4 11:02 - 1 Major DB backup failed due
to service control restart interruption

5/10 - 2
5/11 - 3
5/12 - 1
5/13 - 3
5/14 - 1

5/15 - 5
5/16 - 3
5/17 - 3
5/19 - 3
5/20 - 4

5/21 - 5
5/23 - 7
5/ 24 - 13
5/25 - 49

5/ 26 - 118
5/27  -117
5/28 - 44

VDI failures start on 5/10
Mostly backup of MODEL
Error log entries from
SQLLiteSpeed heavier.

Lo
gin 

Fail
ures

1/23 11:39
1/25 21:45
1/28 10:56

2/15 11:11
2/15 17:04
2/15 17:17

4/24 09:12
4/25 14:12
4/25 14:152/21 13:03 3/4 11:02

3/25 12:19
3/28 16:04

4/1 12:48
4/1 12:53

4/14 11:14

4/26 14:37
4/26 14:39
4/26 14:40
4/26 14:41 5/5 21:33

5/9 13:09

5/28 08:17
5/28 16:17

2/15 - 395 17:04 to 17:14
2/23 - 157

3/15 - 203 4/1 - 211 12:39 to 12:52

4/24 - 155
4/25 - 4559

3/25 18:30 - SQLDiag collected,
admin trying to resolve issues
associated with exceptions.

Key
 Fac

tors

3/24, 3/25 and 4/14 - Unable to load IMGHELP at
time of exceptions.   Out of virtual address space

Applied on 4/26 14:38
8.00.534 SQL 2000 SP2

5/9 MSI Install at 12:53 for WebFldrs
and consistant messages from
SQLLiteSpeed appear. First usage of
xpSQLLiteSpeed appears on 4/30.

1/23 - 10:05 NET IQ
Install

2/15 11:29 MSI Install for WebFldrs -
11:11 SQL stop likely due to admin prep.

3/4 MSI Installs between
11:50 and 14:52. Likely
11:02 was admin prep.

5/28 8:17 Last backup failure. Out of
virtual address space.

2/15 17:04 Significant Login Failures
Possible Network problems

4/1 12:48 Significant Login Failures
Possible Network problems

4/24 and 4/25 Significant Login Failures
Possible Network problems

= Data warrants predictability = User initiated sequence
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